CLAW2021 (AND OTHER STUFF)
Charlie van Genuchten
SURF
CLAW2021

- December 7 (online)
  - https://events.geant.org/event/741/
- Programme:
  - Keynote: Ministry of Water Management, NL about 8 months of crisis in 2018
  - Trainings:
    - Crisis communication
    - Stress management
    - Ransomware and DDoS crisis (technical)
  - Crisis Exercise!
Guilder Königeraiche
Logos created using the tool on www.designevo.com
Crisis Exercise

- 2 hours online
- Inspired by escape rooms and audioplays
- Team with people from your own NREN, or mixed
- Use what you’ve learned in trainings
Future plans

- Status report crisis management readiness:
  - Looking for NRENs to interview
  - Short report about own NREN
  - Overall score all NRENs in report to EC

- Regional workshops
- Pilot simulation exercise
- Creating self assessment/checklist
CSM21

- 17 NRENs contributed
- Over 30 blogs/interviews
- 4 Webinars (last one this Thursday from CERN)
- Material translated into 17 languages

- Question for our team: focus on end-user still good?
THANK YOU

Charlie van Genuchten
Charlie.vangenuchten@surf.nl

Creating Crisis Together